Configuration-space matrix elements of N -body potentials arise naturally and ubiquitously in the Ritz-Galerkin solution of many-body quantum problems. For the common specialization of local, finite-range potentials, we develop the eXact Tensor HyperContraction (X-THC) method, which provides a quantized renormalization of the coordinate-space form of the N -body potential, allowing for a highly separable tensor factorization of the configuration-space matrix elements. This representation allows for substantial computational savings in chemical, atomic, and nuclear physics simulations, particularly with respect to difficult "exchange-like" contractions.
The physics of many-body quantum systems is often captured by local, finite-range N -body potentialŝ V (x 1 , . . . , x N ), where x is any convenient parameterization of the physical space, e.g., position space (x ≡ r) or momentum space (x ≡ k). Given some real, finite, one-particle Ritz-Galerkin basis set {ψ i (x)}, the configuration-space representation ofV is the integral tensor, i . . . n|V |i . . . n = dx 1 . . . dx N ψ i (x 1 ) . . . ψ n (x N )V (x 1 , . . . , x N )ψ i (x 1 ) . . . ψ n (x N ).
(
The generation, manipulation, and storage of this tensor is a major hurdle in many-body quantum simulations. In order to overcome the computational difficulties inherent to such high order tensors, it is common to introduce simplifying approximations. For example, the Slater approximation [1] has been applied to reduce the numerical expense of treating exchange terms involving the local, two-body Coulomb potential. Unfortunately, such approximations can fail, as exemplified by the often spectacular self-interaction errors induced by local approximations to exchange interactions [2] . Another canonical example is nuclear density functional theory (DFT), where the need for computational savings is the main driver for the continued usage of energy density functionals (EDF) derived from the zero-range Skyrme-like pseudopotential [3] , in spite of severe problems at both two-and three-body levels [4, 5] . At the two-body level, even EDF derived from the finite-range Gogny pseudopotential [6] , which allows to avoid some of the limitations of Skyrme functionals [7] , contain the same phenomenological density-dependent terms recently shown to cause the collapse of all beyond mean-field methods [8] [9] [10] [11] . Removing density-dependences in the EDF, however, would probably require introducing explicit finite-range 3-body forces, which poses a serious computational challenge with current technology. It is thus clear that an improved algorithm for faithful and direct treatment of arbitrary local N -potentials (with N ≥ 2) would be highly desirable .
In this Letter, we show that an exact and separable decomposition exists for any local potential in a finite basis set built from polynomial functions in any desired parameterization of the physical space. This decomposition is motivated by our recently introduced Tensor HyperContraction (THC) method for electronic structure [12] [13] [14] , which provided a phenomenological approximation for the electron repulsion integrals involving the Coulomb potential in non-polynomial basis sets. The new eXact Tensor HyperContraction (X-THC) representation reveals two points of great importance for both electronic and nuclear structure problems. First, THC approximation of the Coulomb interaction is exact for basis sets which can be expressed in polynomial form (and thus the approximation in electronic structure arises only because the basis functions used were of non-polynomial form). Secondly, THC approximation is applicable not only to the two-body Coulomb interaction but also to arbitrary local potentials commonly encountered in nuclear structure (such as the Coulomb, Gogny, local forms of realistic three-body potentials, etc.). Since the nuclear problem is already commonly formulated in terms of polynomial basis sets, this implies that many problems in nuclear structure can now be treated exactly with the lossless scaling reduction afforded by the X-THC representation. The first of these points may aid markedly in the search for more efficient THC approximations in electronic structure, while the second may yield unprecedented physical fidelity in nuclear structure computations (especially within the context of nuclear DFT).
Below, we first demonstrate the key features of the X-THC representation through the representative example of a one-dimensional, two-body problem in Cartesian coordinates using Hermite functions. The D-dimensional, N -body generalization of X-THC is then presented. Finally, we present an example implementation of X-THC for the finite-range Gaussian potential in a basis of Hermite functions, demonstrating that X-THC is both lossless and markedly efficient in practice.
X-THC Example -Consider a one-dimensional (D = 1) problem in Cartesian coordinates, involving a finite basis of M + 1 Hermite functions {ψ i (x)} (labeled from 0 to M ) with a local two-body (N = 2) potentialV ≡ V (x 1 , x 2 ). The potential matrix elements are,
The first stage in X-THC is to note that all (M +1) 2 products ψ i (x 1 )ψ i (x 1 ) are exactly spanned by an orthonormal "auxiliary" basis {χ A (x 1 )} consisting of 2M + 1 Hermite functions with a slightly modified spatial range, χ A (x 1 ) ≡ ψ A ( √ 2x 1 ),
where,
This resolution is well known in the context of nuclear physics [15] [16] [17] , and is analogous to the popular Density Fitting (DF) procedure of electronic structure theory [18] [19] [20] . In this context, the decomposition is exact thanks to the closure properties of the polynomial-based Hermite functions. The integrals are now given as,
Thus, the fourth-order integral tensor is expressed as a product of second-and third-order tensors. Even though we have compressed the fourth-order tensor, this representation still precludes scaling reduction in "exchangelike" terms. A canonical example of such a term is the pairing field in Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov theory,
where κ is the pairing tensor. Despite the factorization, computing this term still scales as
. The critical step in THC is to resolve the three-index overlap integral [ii A] to "unpin" the indices i and i across some additional linear-scaling index P . That is, we seek a decomposition of the form
, where the range of P is O(M ). Thanks to the choice of a polynomial basis, the overlap integral is exactly integrated by a 2M + 1-node Gaussian quadrature (in this case, Gauss-Hermite) defined by the nodes and weights {< x P , w P >} [21] . Therefore, the quadrature grid index provides a natural decomposition of the overlap integral,
. This is reminiscent of the discrete variable representation [22] [23] [24] [25] or pseudospectral [26] techniques of chemical physics.
, the full integral (2) is thus expressed as,
This X-THC representation of the integral tensor is the key for the exact O(
) treatment of the pairing term, via several intermediate summations, indicated here by brackets for clarity,
Interpretation -At first glance, the Z operator is a mere mathematical intermediate, but there exists a much richer interpretation: it is a quantized renormalization of the coordinate-space representation of the potential operatorV . To see this, we first consider the continuous, renormalized potential operatorV , defined as,
This operator is not equivalent to the original in physical space, i.e.,V (x 1 , x 2 ) =V (x 1 , x 2 ), yet the matrix elements of both operators are identical, i.e., ij|V |i j = ij|V |i j . The renormalized operator is simply the raw operatorV with all components outside of the finite product space {ψ i (x 1 )ψ i (x 1 )} ⇔ {χ A (x 1 )} projected out in each coordinate. This projection is serendipitous: the coordinate-space integrand involvingV and the products of basis functions are exactly resolved by the Gaussian quadrature for the auxiliary basis, while the corresponding integrand forV is not exact under any finite quadrature due to the presence of "alias" components outside of {ψ i (x 1 )ψ i (x 1 )}. Applying the Gaussian quadrature, we can quantize the renormalized operatorV to produce the discrete operatorṼ , adding quadrature weights to account for the spatial contribution of each point,
As withV , the matrix elements ofṼ are identical to those ofV . IntegratingṼ instead ofV naturally exposes the X-THC factorization,
Here, the elements Z P Q are simply the quantized values of the renormalized potential, with the weights rolled in, i.e., Z P Q = w P w QV (x P , x Q ). An example involving a Gaussian potential in Hermite functions is shown in Figure 1 . The renormalized potential (right) clearly shows the effects of projection from the raw potential (left). The locations of the quantization to Z P Q (the positions at whichV can be discretized in a lossless manner) are indicated with small white x's on the right. This understanding of the Z operator reveals that while X-THC is built from DF and DVR techniques, the resultant supersedes both of the originals. In the context of local potentials and polynomial basis sets, DF is always exact, but does not provide separability of the i and i indices, precluding scaling reductions. DVR techniques do provide separability, but are only exact when an infinite quadrature is used, for an arbitrary choice of local potential. By contrast, X-THC's particular merger of DF and DVR yields a perfect dealiasing renormalization within a finite quadrature, providing a decomposition that is both exact and separable for an arbitrary choice of local potential.
Generalized X-THC -The generalization of the onedimensional, two-body, Hermite function example above to N -body potentials in D-dimensions and other choices of polynomial direct-product bases is straightforward. For X-THC to hold, the one-particle basis must be of the D-dimensional direct-product polynomial type, i.e.,
In each dimension µ, P iµ is a polynomial of up to degree i µ , and v µ is an arbitrary weight function (analogous to the Gaussian term in the Hermite functions above). Such basis sets are widely used in atomic and nuclear many-body physics in various coordinate systems. Use of a direct-product polynomial basis automatically guarantees closure: for the M µ + 1 functions in the µ th dimension, the span < ψ iµ (r µ )ψ i µ (r µ ) > lies wholly inside a 2M µ + 1-function auxiliary basis, defined by a set of polynomials orthogonal with respect to the weight |v µ (r µ )| 4 . Additionally, all quadratic products of auxiliary functions are exactly integrated by a 2M µ +1-node Gaussian quadrature {< r Pµ , w Pµ >} which can always be found, e.g., by the Golub-Welsch algorithm [27] .
These properties allow for the X-THC factorization,
with each X It is worth noting that common techniques to reduce the cost of treating exchange-like terms involve approximating the potential to be direct-product separable over N w terms, e.g., by approximating the Coulomb operator as a sum of separable Gaussians [28, 29] . This reduces the conventional or DF cost of forming the generalized pairing tensor to O(M
N D+N µ
). X-THC can be applied to this approximate separable potential, producing an O(M N D+1 µ ) implementation. However, the separable form gives no particular scaling advantage in the X-THC formalism, and can only reduce the prefactor and memory requirements. A more severe approximation is the invocation of a zero-range potential. This is typically formulated as a DVR-type quadrature in coordinate space, which can be exact depending on the form of the zero-range operator [30] . The asymptotic scaling of a pairing term involving a zero-range potential is
), due to the first or last transformation into or out of the grid index. Remarkably, this is the same asymptotic scaling as X-THC. The zero-range potential will generally have lower prefactor than X-THC (as there is only one grid coordinate in the zero-range potential), but the asymptotic scalings are identical, and thus the tractability limits should be comparable. A summary of the scaling reductions afforded with various factorization approaches and local potentials is shown in Table I . 
Approach
General Local Separable Local Zero-Range
Practical Demonstration -To illustrate the numerical equivalence and practical utility of the X-THC approach, a hybrid MATLAB/C++ code was developed to produce generalized pairing fields for D-dimensional, Nbody forces in Hermite functions. A complete description of the code is presented in the supplemental material.
We have verified that the X-THC generalized pairing fields are exact within machine precision (as expected mathematically). Figure 2 shows the computational gains which can be achieved from the X-THC factorization using a representative example of N = 2 and D = 1, 2, 3. For a general local potential, X-THC is several orders of magnitude faster than conventional approaches for the largest M µ studied here. When the potential is written in separable form, the X-THC scaling advantage is less dramatic, but X-THC becomes less costly for the largest M µ used in Figure 2 . The X-THC approach allows one to retain the general local potential and calculate the exact pairing tensor in similar (or even less) computational effort as with an approximate separable potential.
Summary and Outlook -In this Letter, we have demonstrated that an exactly quantized renormalization of any local, finite-range N -body potential exists in any situation where the primary basis set may be composed of polynomial-based functions. This X-THC representation provides for substantial computational scaling reduction of contractions involving the local potential integral tensor, for instance by reducing the formation of a representative generalization of the pairing tensor from
In electronic structure, the concept of X-THC helps to codify and rationalize our existing Least-Squares Tensor HyperContraction (LS-THC) approximation for nonpolynomial basis sets [13] . The least squares procedure introduced in that work actually performs an implicit renormalization of the potential. Since the basis sets used in our previous applications of LS-THC were not direct products of polynomials (but rather atom-centered Gaussian functions), the decomposition was necessarily an approximation. As the X-THC limit is approached, the fidelity of the approximation will depend on both the basis set resemblance to a set of polynomial-based functions and the efficiency of the quadrature. The physical picture provided by X-THC's explicit renormalization process will almost certainly aid in the search for enhanced approximate THC recipes for non-polynomial basis sets. In nuclear structure, the potential applications for X-THC are immediate and substantial. A crucial finding of this work is that the formal scaling of operations involving arbitrary local potential operators is identical to that of zero-range operators, without any loss in accuracy. This implies that the finite-range two-body Gogny potentials of nuclear DFT can immediately be applied with the same computational complexity as the more approximate zero-range Skyrme potentials. Tractability gains should be even more marked for three-body potentials, paving the way for Hamiltonian-based nuclear energy densities derived from effective, local, finite-range, density-independent, two-and three-nucleon pseudopotentials, which, by construction, would be free of the current artifacts of nuclear DFT.
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NOTATION
A rather large number of indices appear in the primary manuscript, so we summarize them here for clarity.
Particle Number: The particle number is denoted implicitly by the presence of ellipses in relevant equations. This index ranges from 1 to N .
Dimension: Each degree of freedom is indexed by µ and ranges from 1 to D for each particle. In directproduct bases (e.g., X-THC), dimensionality plays a major role, as the total number of primary basis functions, auxiliary basis functions, and quadrature grid points scale as O(M D µ ) In non-directproduct bases (e.g., LS-THC), dimensionality has little meaning [2] , so D is usually assumed to be 1. In a non-direct-product basis, the number of primary basis functions, auxiliary basis functions, and quadrature grid points all generally scale as O(M ).
Primary Basis: The primary single-particle basis is denoted by the indices i to n (bra), and i to n (ket).
In a direct-product basis, i is a composite index corresponding to the underlying direct-product of 1-dimensional primary basis functions, e.g., |i ≡ |i x |i y |i z . In a polynomial direct-product basis, the 1-dimensional primary basis functions for the µth degree of freedom range from 0 to M µ (the zero is a consequence of the polynomial definition of the basis). In a non-direct-product basis, the basis function indices range from 1 to M .
Auxiliary Basis: Auxiliary basis indices are denoted by the indices A, B, . . . . In a direct-product basis, A is a composite index corresponding to the underlying direct-product of 1-dimensional auxiliary basis functions, e.g., |A ≡ |A x |A y |A z . In a polynomial direct-product basis, the 1-dimensional auxiliary basis functions in dimension µ range from 0 to 2M µ (the zero is a consequence of the polynomial definition of the basis). In a non-direct-product basis, the full auxiliary basis functions range from 1 to M A , where increasing M A increases the fidelity of the approximate density fitting procedure.
Quadrature Grid: Quadrature grid indices are denoted by the indices P, Q, . . . . In a direct-product basis, P is a composite index corresponding to the union of the underlying one-dimensional quadratures, e.g., r P ≡ (x Px , y Py , z Pz ). In a polynomial direct-product basis, the indices for an exact quadrature for the µth degree of freedom range from 0 to 2M µ (the zero is a consequence of the polynomial definition of the basis). In a non-directproduct basis, the LS-THC quadrature grid contains M P points, where increasing M P increases the fidelity of the approximate LS-THC procedure.
For cases where two classes of indices are required to resolve a tensor element, a double subscript is used, e.g., the P -th grid point for the µth degree of freedom is denoted r Pµ . Also note that we use the generalized Einstein convention in this work: a repeated index on the right side of an equation is contracted over if it appears twice, or hypercontracted over if it appears more than twice, so long as the same index is not present on the left side of the same equation. Note below that X-THC holds for any case in which the basis set is polynomial (in any representation of physical space, e.g., x = r), so long as the auxiliary potential integrals exist. This implies that a potential operator that is formulated in momentum space can be used in concert with a polynomial basis in position space, so long as the auxiliary integrals can be computed by any means available. An alternative way to picture this is that the momentum-space potential operator could be transformed to position-space via analytical Fourier transformation, without loss of locality. Having made this clarification, we will work entirely in the position space limit below.
For clarity, we provide explicit definition of the full N -body D-dimensional X-THC representation here.
A direct-product basis founded on polynomials has the form,
In each dimension µ, P iµ is a polynomial of up to degree i µ , and v µ is a weight function, typically chosen to bring the polynomial into L 2 (D), where D is the domain of the problem, and also to provide qualitative conformation to some a priori knowledge of the future shape of the wavefunction. The i µ index ranges from 0 to M µ , so the polynomials range up to a maximum degree of M µ . Note that these polynomials do not have to be orthogonal, though they are often defined to be so. The product of polynomials being itself a polynomial of up to order 2M µ , the local product ψ * iµ (r µ )ψ i µ (r µ ) in dimension µ lies inside the span of the 2M µ + 1 auxiliary functions,
whereP Aµ is a polynomial of up to order 2M µ , often different from the primary basis polynomials P iµ . We will choose these auxiliary functions to be orthonormal for convenience (this avoids DF metric matrices). Note that for a (generally complex) polynomial-based primary basis {ψ iµ (r µ )}, we can always choose an exact, wholly real, orthonormal auxiliary basis {χ Aµ (r µ )} with 2M µ + 1 functions. Thus, most of the complex conjugates on the auxiliary basis functions below are included only for convenience in the case that this work should need to be generalized to complex auxiliary bases. The auxiliary functions χ Aµ (r µ ) yield an exact DF representation for this basis,
The overlap integrals are separable in coordinates,
However, in general, the auxiliary potential integrals are not separable,
To produce the THC representation, it remains to find an exact quadrature for the three-index overlap integrals. Owing to the closure in the product i µ i µ , any quadrature which can exactly integrate the auxiliary overlap metric [B µ A µ ] = δ BµAµ can exactly integrate the three-index overlap integrals [i µ i µ A µ ], as the spans are identical in both cases. A quadrature which can exactly integrate all quadratic products of functions based on orthogonal polynomials of up to degree 2M µ is precisely the definition of the 2M µ + 1-node Gaussian quadrature. Regardless of the choice of weight v µ (r µ ), the nodes and roots of this Gaussian quadrature can always be determined efficiently by the Golub-Welsch algorithm, giving the nodes and weights {< r Pµ , w Pµ >} The overlap integral is then exactly resolved as,
Note that the contraction index P µ occurs not twice (as in a standard contraction operation) but three times (what we refer to as a "hypercontraction").
In the full direct-product basis, we will use the collapsed notation for the collocations of this Gaussian quadrature,
to save space. However, in real implementation, the direct-product separability of these two quantities is very important to achieve near-optimal scaling in formation of the X-THC factorization and subsequent utilization. With these definitions, the X-THC Z operator reads
which yields the the full N -body D-dimensional X-THC, 
This contraction of a rank-N D tensor with the integral tensor is in fact the worst possible scenario, as far as the DF representation is concerned, since the compound contraction index involves all N DF coefficient tensors,
In general, this term will always scale as O(M
2N D µ
) with both conventional and DF approaches, though the computational pre-factor is markedly higher in the latter case. When using X-THC, the generalized pairing term now reads,
Any contraction involving X here would naïvely scale as O(M
N D+D µ
). However, for each X, we can perform the transformation in one dimension at a time (e.g., replacing i x with P x , etc), reducing the formal scaling to
A common technique (usually an approximation) is to assert a w-separable form for the potential,
In this case, the integral tensor factors as, ). Note that this is the same formal scaling as X-THC in a general local potential, but the memory usage for Z is lower, and the prefactor may or may not be lower, depending on how large N w is.
DEMONSTRATION CODE Overview
To support the mathematical demonstration of exact X-THC resolution of the potential integral tensor, and to provide a practical example of the scaling gains provided by X-THC, a mixed MATLAB/C++ code was developed for the case of D-dimensional Hermite functions with N -body w-contracted Gaussian forces. In this code, the required potential integrals (in the primary or auxiliary basis) and possible X-THC factors are generated in MATLAB and written to disk, for the given basis size M µ , dimensionality D, number of bodies N , and number of w-contraction points N w . For each integral technology and w-separable vs. w-nonseparable case, the generalized pairing field is computed for a randomly generated pairing tensor in a standalone C++ code for the particular wseparability and integrals technology case. In each C++ code, the integrals and factors are read in, the w indices contracted over first if simulating a non-separable force, and then the generalized pairing tensor is computed according to the algorithms discussed below.
MATLAB was chosen for the integral and factor generation routines due to ease of implementation, and particular strength in treatment of arbitrary rank tensors. As this portion of the total procedure would typically be performed as a single-use overhead step (e.g., before HFB iterations or before application of the integrals in correlated methods), we do not include this step in the timings for the generalized pairing tensor, and thus there is no penalty for using the interpreted and rather memorynaïve MATLAB language for this stage. For the heavy linear algebra work of pairing tensor formation, C++ was selected for its "close to the metal" properties, particularly including explicit control of memory allocation and ability to swap pointers without performing explicit deep copy operations. Wherever possible (and for absolutely all contraction operations), BLAS calls are used, with the algorithms designed so as to allow for permutation of memory to be hidden in BLAS3 or BLAS2 operations as much as possible. The algorithms were formulated so as to rely preferentially on the BLAS3 DGEMM operation, followed by the BLAS2 DGEMV, followed by various BLAS1 operations. Every effort was expended to produce well-optimized algorithms, with the same amount of optimization present in both the X-THC and conventional methods. With these considerations, we believe that the timings reported are entirely representative of a practical application of the various integrals technologies, and show a wholly fair comparison of X-THC and conventional methods.
The C++ codes are compiled with the Intel icpc 12.0.1 compiler, using -O3 optimization. The BLAS calls are handled with Intel's very efficient MKL 7.0.1 library, with threading disabled. Performance measurements are performed using the PAPI 5.0.1 library, which features a wall timer accurate to ∼ 1 microsecond. Accumulated averaging was performed to ensure that all pairing kernels ran for at least 1 second of wall time, which ameliorates startup and noise costs for small problem sizes. All timings were produced on a single-socket node featuring a quad-core 3.4 GHz Intel i7 Processor (Sandy Bridge) with 32 GB of DDR3 and 8 MB of L3 cache. All timings are for wall times using a single thread.
Note that we do not show results for density-fitted algorithms in this study, though we have coded generalized pairing routines using this approximation. All numerical results are essentially the same for conventional and X-THC approaches (e.g., numerically exact to within a small pre-factor of the machine epsilon). For w-separable forces with N > 1, the optimal pathway is to contract the DF intermediates to the conventional integrals, and then form the pairing tensor in the conventional manner. As a result, the DF timings results for w-separable potentials are essentially indistinguishable from the conventional case. For non-w-separable potentials, the DF algorithms require the same O(M
2N D µ
) scaling as the conventional case, but the pre-factors are many orders of magnitude larger, due to the larger auxiliary basis sizes involved. Moreover, in the non-w-separable case, formation of the conventional integrals from the DF integrals exhibits a higher scaling of O(M 2N D+1 µ ), and is therefore not a viable alternative. In any case, the conventional algorithm always outperforms the DF algorithm for the generalized pairing tensor, so we have elected to not include the DF results here. This failure of DF methods for "exchange-like" contractions is well known, and was the primary motivation for the development of the THC representation.
Basis/Potential Choice

Hermite Function Primary Basis
The primary basis functions chosen for this demonstration are direct products of generalized Hermite functions,
Below, we will drop the µ labels and work in 1D (r ≡ x) unless otherwise noted. The 1D generalized Hermite function is,
where H i is the i-th Hermite polynomial and the nondimensional coordinate is,
i runs from 0 to M µ . Note that we reserve φ i (z) for the true non-dimensional Hermite function, where b µ = 1 . The auxiliary functions for this problem are also generalized Hermite functions,
where now,
and A runs from 0 to 2M µ . The THC quadrature for this problem is thus the 2M µ + 1-node Gauss-Hermite quadrature with a spatial length scale of √ 2b µ .
Gaussian Potential
For flexibility, we use for the potential a linear combination of Gaussians. Given the set {< α w , β w >}, the form of the potential is,
(21) For a 2-body potential in 1 dimension, with N w = 1 this reduces to the usual Gaussian force,
For higher N , this is simply a sum of two-body Gaussian forces over all possible pairs of two-body coordinates,
We use a set of {< α w , β w >} with N w = 8 which approximates the Coulomb operator 1/r 12 for all computations shown in this work. This allows us to show separate accuracy and timings results for the w-separable and non-w-separable cases, depending on whether we choose to sum over the w index first or last.
Potential Integrals (MATLAB)
All of the D-dimensional N -body potential integrals above can be constructed from primitive 1-dimensional 2-body potential integrals. For conventional integral approaches, four-index integrals in the primary basis are required. Within X-THC, two-center integrals in the auxiliary basis are required. Integrals of this type are discussed extensively in [1] , where Moshinski transformations and length-scale transformations are used to provide analytical conventional integrals (the generalization to auxiliary integrals is straightforward).
Conventional Integrals
Following [1] , the 1-dimensional 2-body primary integrals are computed as, (23) where all summations run from 0 to 2M µ . D Aa mn are the Moshinski transformation coefficients, and D aa (η w ) are the length-scale transformation coefficients (see below). The length-scale change parameter is
Auxiliary Integrals
By extension, the 1-dimensional 2-body auxiliary integrals are computed as,
where again all summations run from 0 to 2M µ . The I N quantities are primitive integrals over single Hermite functions of unit length,
Moshinski Transformation Coefficients D
Aa mn
The Moshinski transformation coefficients relate products of Hermite functions in Eulerian coordinates x 1 and x 2 to corresponding Hermite functions in the Lagrangian coordinates X and x, where,
The transformation is
As the Gaussian potential is central (i.e., depends only on x, not X), invoking the Moshinksi transformation reduces the two-coordinate potential integrals to a separable product of one-coordinate integrals in X and x. If n 1 and n 2 each range from 0 to M µ , N and n each range from 0 to 2M µ . The well-known selection rule is n 1 + n 2 = N + n. A simple, explicit formula for these coefficients is [1] D N,n n1,n2 = δ n1+n2,N +n
However, this formula is unstable for large values of N + n due to the summation over alternating quantities which are both large. We have therefore derived stable recurrence relations for the Moshinksi coefficients. The recurrence relation in the first coordinate is,
(30) And the corresponding recurrence relation in the other coordinate is,
(31) where
For implementation purposes, any Moshinski transformation coefficient with a "negative" index can be taken to be zero.
Length-Scale Transformation Coefficients D nn (ηw)
The length-scale transformation coefficients provide the correspondence between Hermite polynomials of different length-scales,
Note that the transformation automatically renormalizes the polynomials. n and n both run from 0 to M µ . A closed-form expression of these coefficients is [1]
on the condition that n > n , and that the parity agrees,
Because η ≤ 1, this formula appears to be universally stable. However, the numerators and denominators above both involve divergent values, so a log-space formalism is required for explicit evaluation to prevent overflow. This may lose a few digits of precision, so we have elected to use a recurrence relation for these coefficients, which is easily derived. The recurrence relation is,
where
For implementation purposes, any length-scale transformation coefficient with a "negative" index can be taken to be zero.
D-Dimensional, N -Body Integrals
The generalization to N -body integrals as described above is carried out at the 1-dimensional stage (before the product over µ is carried out), e.g., for primary-basis integrals in the 3-body case,
For auxiliary basis integrals, there is no delta function in the third coordinate, but rather a normalized primitive Hermite integral, i.e., the quantity I N defined in the auxiliary potential integrals. Thus, the auxiliary potential integral is,
In practice, the generalization to 3-body integrals is performed in MATLAB on the 1-dimensional integrals, before integrals are written to disk. The generalization to non-w-separable D-dimensional potentials is carried out by summing over w, e.g., in the 2-dimensional, 2-body case,
or,
In practice, the production of the nonseparable Z factors or conventional integrals is carried out in blocks in C++, to save memory. The formation of these integrals is not counted in the pairing timings, as infinite memory is assumed. The overhead for this is many orders of magnitude larger for the conventional case than the X-THC case, due to the larger size of the rank-2N D conventional integral tensor.
X-THC Factors (MATLAB)
To complete the X-THC factorization, the GaussHermite quadrature nodes/weights and collocation matrices X and Y are required.
Quadratures
The THC grid for this problem is the 2M µ + 1 node Gauss-Hermite quadrature with the spatial range parameter √ 2b µ . First, the non-dimensional quadrature is generated. The orthonormal-basis position operator X P Q = P |x|Q in the auxiliary Hermite functions is,
This operator is symmetric tridiagonal, with zero diagonal. The eigendecomposition is formed,
The eigenvalues are the nondimensional quadrature nodes. The weights are determined by first generating the moment vector,
and applying the diagonalizing transformation,
The full weights are then given by
The nodes and weights are then transformed to the problem domain, by
Collocation
The X and Y X-THC factors require collocations at the quadrature nodes. This is accomplished by efficient, stable recurrence relations for the Hermite functions.
The non-dimensional coordinate is first computed,
The first two non-dimensional Hermite functions are computed explicitly,
and
The recurrence relation is then applied iteratively,
And finally the length-scale normalization is added,
The X factor is,
and the Y factor is,
(54) If desired, the DF 3-index overlap integrals can be generated exactly (within numerical precision) from the X-THC factors,
The X-THC Z operators are immediately formed from the Y factors and corresponding G auxiliary potential integrals,
Generalized Pairing Algorithms (C++/BLAS)
Algorithms for the generalized pairing tensor with conventional or X-THC integrals, and general or w-separable potentials, are described below and depicted in Algorithms 1-4. In these algorithms, we use ellipses to denote arbitrary rank in D or N , and we follow the convention that dimensions are striped as the slow superindex, and particles are striped as the fast superindex [3] . The tensors used in these algorithms are stored in practice as a collapsed single-dimensional array (a double*), regularly striped so that the left-most index is the fastest dimension and the right-most index is the slowest dimension (Fortran order, which allows for convenient application of BLAS operations). For key contraction operations, we group sets of neighboring indices to form the three superindices i (result row or fast index), j (result column or slow index) and k (contraction index) for use in GEMM,
Note the use of color to emphasize the choice of superindices. By changing the order of A and B and altering the GEMM transposition arguments, we can take i, j, and k in any order in the factor tensors A or B (e.g., the contraction index could actually be the row dimension in A). However, striding is not permitted with BLAS3 operations, e.g., a tensor contraction of the form,
would require explicit transposition to B ljk or B jkl to be able to group the compound jk index. Our algorithms are designed to eliminate such explicit transposition as much as possible. However, no transposition-free algorithm exists for X-THC w-separable potentials in arbitrary N , see the discussion below. Note that our discussions and codes all assume isotropic basis sets for simplicity (e.g., M x = M y ), but X-THC is certainly not restricted to this. In general, X-THC can handle differing values of M x and M y , and even different classes of basis functions in each dimension (e.g. cylindrical coordinates).
Conventional Integrals, General Potential
See Algorithm 1. This algorithm is quite simple, but extraordinarily expensive (this is why non-w-separable forces are rarely used in high D or N cases). The physicists' integral tensor is used in a simple matrix-vector product with the generalized pairing tensor, which is carried out by GEMV in M
In practice, such an algorithm will almost certainly be orders of magnitude more expensive than reported here. In our demonstration, we simulate infinite memory by forming blocks of the integrals prior to GEMM (i.e., an integral direct procedure). The integral generation costs
) (in this case by contracting out the w index) with a much larger prefactor than the GEMV itself. In a fully generic potential, the integrals would have to be generated explicitly, at possibly even higher cost. This integral formation is not counted in the wall times reported here, but would increase the practical wall time considerably in the usual case that the rank-2N D integral tensor does not fit in core memory.
X-THC Integrals, General Potential
See Algorithm 2. This algorithm works by cyclically transforming from configuration space i µ to the quantized coordinate space P µ by GEMM, scaling the coordinate-space pairing tensor by Z, and then performing another cyclic transformation to bring P µ back to i µ via GEMM. The cyclic transformations are written so that the fast index in the current buffer is contracted off, and the replacement index is placed at the slow index of the result buffer. The pointers for the result and current buffer are then swapped, and the next contraction index automatically appears in the fast index of the current buffer, without any need for explicit transposition. buffers T and U , a factor of 2 N more than the conventional w-separable algorithm.
Unfortunately, an explicit transposition is required for this algorithm for general N . The genesis of this requirement is that the cyclic permutation is not carried through all N D coordinates, but only N coordinates at a time.
In the 2-body case, a specialized algorithm can be applied to avoid the explicit transposition. The transformation in each dimension reads,
Here L is the compound index corresponding to the other dimensions, and pointer swap is assumed between each step.
One additional modification can attenuate the prefactor somewhat, at the cost of doubling the buffer space. The forward transformation of the first dimension from κ (i j )1L to U L(P Q)1 is the same for all w points, as κ is w-independent. Moreover, the back transformation of the last dimension from U L(P Q) D to ∆ L(ij) D does not depend on the individual w points, but only on their sum. Thus the buffers U L(P Q)1 and U L(P Q) D can be used in a prelude/epilogue construct. In the limit that N w → ∞, the savings are 100%, 50%, and 33%, for D = 1, 2,, and 3, respectively. In the limit that N w = 1 or D → ∞, the savings approach 0%, so the deployment of this modification would depend greatly on the context and memory capacity.
Computational Results
Timings and accuracy results for generalized pairing tensor formation are shown in Figures 1 and 2 , respectively, for various integral technologies, dimensions, number of bodies, and problem sizes. To help crystallize the information in the timing data, asymptotic scaling and predicted crossover metrics are presented in Tables I and  II, respectively. The accuracy results of Figure 2 depict the relative maximum residual R in the pairing tensor, defined as,
Here the w-separable conventional integral technology was selected as a reference for the accuracy [4] . It is apparent that all methods (conventional and THC) are exact to within a reasonable growth factor against the machine epsilon. In fact, the worst relative maximum residual seen here is less than 10 −12 (compared to the double-precision machine epsilon of 2.2×10 −16 ), and does not seem to be grow markedly with respect to problem size. This provides strong numerical evidence that X-THC is a lossless compression of the potential integral tensor. Further agreement could doubtless be obtained if the Moshinksi coefficients were evaluated with higher precision [5] .
The timing results of Figure 1 are quite clean as timings go, with very smooth increase with respect to problem size, indicating that the accumulation procedure (smaller M µ ) or sheer size of the problem (larger M µ ) are sufficient to eliminate the bulk of the noise that often plagues timing studies. On a log-log scale, all timing curves exhibit a slight upward concavity which quickly tends toward linearity for larger M µ as the rate-limiting DGEMM-based steps become dominant relative to the lower-scaling operations. Two noticeable "jumps" exist: the last few points of the 2-body, 1-dimensional conventional separable case and the last few points of the 2-body, 3-dimensional THC separable case. These jumps are likely due to working set size limits exceeding some discrete performance threshold in hardware, for instance, cache or memory bank limits, respectively. From these plots, power-law regression of the form,
is performed, using points selected above an M µ which appears to be visually free of noise in each case. The β from these regressions are depicted in Table I . The predicted THC crossover points from these regressions (the critical M µ at which X-THC becomes practically superior to conventional integrals) are shown in Table II . For all cases in which an explicit crossover occurs, the predicted crossover point from the power-law model is within 1 M µ of the observed value. Note that the observed asymptotic scaling is often less than the theoretical value. There are two geneses for this: residual contributions from lower scaling operations (which drags the scaling down at the cost of prefactor) and better GEMM/GEMV efficiency for larger matrix sizes (which makes GEMM/GEMV appear to scale better than cubic/quadratic as the matrix size increases). However, the relative scaling relationships between all integral technologies is retained. From this point forward, it is useful to consider general and w-separable potentials separately.
For all cases of N and D in general local potentials, X-THC is markedly more efficient than conventional approaches. In all such cases, X-THC crosses over conventional (often at very small M µ for D > 1), and is several orders of magnitude faster for the largest cases shown with D > 1. This is strong evidence for the immediate application of X-THC to problems involving general potentials.
For w-separable cases, X-THC always exhibits lower asymptotic scaling than conventional, and provides crossovers and sometimes significant speedups for D = 1 and D = 2. However, the narrower asymptotic separation between conventional and X-THC (β Conv−Sep − β THC−Sep = N −1 vs. β Conv−Gen −β THC−Gen = N D−1) exposes the prefactor of X-THC, particularly for larger D. This prefactor has two geneses: the formal FMA prefactor due to successive substitution of primary basis indices for larger quadrature indices and the lower efficiency of X-THC DGEMM operations compared to conventional DGEMM operations. For a 3-body, 3-dimensional w-separable potential, the crossover seems likely to occur just outside of the memory-limited problem size explicitly shown in Figure 1 . In fact, the predicted crossover point for this case is M µ = 10.3. The 2-body, 3-dimensional w-separable potential is somewhat more sinister: a "jump" in the timings curve caused by some hardware boundary causes the expected crossover point to increase to a practically unreachable value of M µ = 1789.
The inability of X-THC to provide a practical crossover for the 2-body, 3-dimensional w-separable potential is an indication that this technique is not a panacea. However, we point out that the utilization of a w-separable potential throughout the literature seems to stem from the lack of an X-THC representation for a general potential: the approximation of the potential as w-separable was required to provide a tractable numerical recipe. In this light, X-THC treatment of general potentials provides a practical alternative pathway that avoids approximation of the potential as w-separable. For all of the cases studied here, the general X-THC curve is within roughly an order of magnitude of the conventional separable curve (in some cases even faster!). Moreover, X-THC does provide some gains in w-separable potentials, particularly for larger N . On more formal grounds, the demonstrated lossless asymptotic reduction of a generalized pairing term in any local potential from O(M [2] An example is molecular physics in an atom-centered basis: the number of basis functions is always proportional to the number of particles in the system, and has no dependency on the 1-, 2-, or 3-dimensional nature of the molecular geometry. [3] By "superindex" we indicate a generalized index which is composed as a concatenation of several quantities which would normally be considered to be indices in their own right [4] Note that there is some ambiguity here, as some roundoff error is intrinsic to the w-separable conventional reference itself. A particularly marked source of roundoff error is the Moshinski relations for the potentials. Since both the w-separable and general conventional pairing routines share the same underlying Moshinski relations, superior agreement between these two conventional methods and the THC methods does not necessarily imply that one is more accurate than the other, against a hypothetical exact precision result. In any case, the agreement between all methods is sufficient that the point is moot. [5] This is the most numerically susceptible portion of the procedure, even when using recurrence relations.
Algorithm 1 Generalized pairing algorithm: conventional integrals, general potential. 
